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This paper presents detailed investigation of the isotopic variability in response to the
cloud microphysics and thermodynamics in the convective updraft. The authors simu-
late water isotope profiles with a detailed cloud physics model and highlighted a role
of the content of supercooled water, the degree of supersaturation over ice, and the
route to cloud glaciation (WBF process vs. freezing of droplets). Their conclusion
is critically important to the isotope modelers because these microphysics schemes
have not explicitly incorporated into state of the art GCMs, and may encourage further
model development. In particular, it may be helpful to reduce the observation-model
difference in water isotopologues in the upper troposphere. Although this seems to be
a textbook rather than an article, this manuscript is well written and structured. Specific
comments and suggestions are listed in below.
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Introduction: To draw attention to the difference from the recent modeling work, it is
better to briefly explain how water isotopes are incorporated into state of art GCMs.
The most of convective scheme in the GCM do not take into account mixed phase
zone, so that, as mentioned in the text, the degree of supersaturation is parameterized
as a function of temperature. In addition, the appropriate parameter is often chosen
to reproduce the observed isotope behavior in the cold region (e.g., Hoffmann et al.,
1998). The authors should add these problems in the introduction.

P22461 L.24: Does Fig?? mean FigB1?

P22464 L12: “total water be conserved” ->“total water must be conserved”

P22474 L7: The word of “generalised” is correct? I think this is “generalized”. . .

P22490 L21: “This works also suggests” ->“This work also suggests”

Section 6: To conclude that the cloud parameters can retrieve from isotopic values
obtained from both cloud base and cloud top, the uncertainty arising from the adiabatic
assumption should be discussed in this section. Undiluted updraft is an ideal case, and
convective entrainment can’t be disregarded in the real convective systems.

In addition, the authors must mention how to obtain the isotope data of updrafted air.
We can obtain spatially averaged isotopic values from satellite or aircraft observation,
but cannot partition between updraft and downdraft region. I think that the discussion
in this section is too ideal to apply to the real world.
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